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Grade	1	Module	5	
 

 Identifying, Composing, and Partitioning Shapes 

In Module 5, students consider part–whole relationships through a geometric lens. The 

module opens with students identifying the defining parts, or attributes, of two- and 

three-dimensional shapes, building on their kindergarten experiences of sorting, 

analyzing, comparing, and creating various two- and three-dimensional shapes and 

objects. Students combine shapes to create a new whole: a composite shape. They also 

relate geometric figures to equal parts and name the parts as halves and fourths. The 

module closes with students applying their understanding of halves to tell time to the 

hour and half hour. 

 



Topic A 

Attributes of Shapes 

In Module 5 students build on their exploration and knowledge of shapes from kindergarten. In 
Topic A, students identify the defining attributes of individual shapes. In Lesson 1, students use 
straws cut at various lengths to create and then classify shapes. A list of the attributes that are 
common to a set of shapes is created. As students create a new shape with their straws, they 
decide if it has all the listed attributes. The names of these shapes are intentionally omitted 
during this lesson to encourage students to use precise language as they describe each shape. In 
this way, students attend to, and clarify; a shape’s defining attributes (1.G.1). For instance, rather 
than describing a shape as a triangle, students must describe it as having three sides and three 
corners. As students sort the shapes as examples and non-examples, they do the thoughtful work 
that is depicted in the image to the right at a first grade level. Students are introduced to the term 
attributes during this lesson and continue to use the new vocabulary throughout the lessons that 
follow. In Lesson 2, students connect defining attributes to the classification name. Along with 
circle, triangle, rectangle, and hexagon, which were introduced in kindergarten, students learn 
trapezoid and rhombus. Like in kindergarten, students see squares as special rectangles. In 
Lesson 3, defining attributes of three-dimensional shapes are explored. Along with the three-
dimensional shape names learned in kindergarten (sphere, cube, and cylinder), students expand 
their vocabulary to include cone and rectangular prism. Students are presented with models of 
three-dimensional shapes as well as real life examples to sort and classify based on their defining 
attributes. Students complete sentence frames that help to distinguish defining attributes from 
non-defining attributes. For example: “A [can] is in the shape of the [cylinder] . It has circles at 
the ends just like all cylinders. This cylinder is made of metal but some cylinders are not.” 

 

Topic B 

Part–Whole Relationships Within Composite Shapes 

In Topic B, students combine shapes to form composite shapes, which in turn get larger as they 
add yet more shapes. As students work toward the objectives within the topic, they informally 
explore relationships between parts and wholes. Lessons 4 and 5 build on students’ knowledge of 
attributes of shapes to create composite shapes. In Lesson 4, students create composite shapes 
(hexagons, rectangles, and trapezoids) from triangles, squares, and rectangles. The students 
recognize that the same composite shape (whole) can be made from a variety of shapes (parts). 



For example, a hexagon might be made by composing six triangles or two trapezoids or one 
trapezoid and three triangles. Students also use square tiles to see that a large rectangle can have 
many combinations of smaller rectangles within it. In Lesson 5, students begin by identifying the 
hidden shapes within a large square as they cut the seven tangram pieces from this special 
rectangle. Students use the pieces to form new shapes from composite shapes, including 
recomposing the original square. Students explore the variety of ways they can compose new 
shapes by positioning pieces alongside composite shapes. For example, students cannot only 
form a larger triangle from two right triangles, but they can form two composite triangles and 
push them together to make the original tangram square. Students also see how the same shapes 
can form different composite shapes. For instance, the same two right triangle pieces that formed 
a larger triangle can also be repositioned to form a square or parallelogram. In Lesson 6, students 
extend their exploration of parts and wholes to three-dimensional shapes. Students create and 
hide composite shapes and describe the shape to a partner using attributes and positional words. 
The partner listens and attempts to create the same composite shape. In this way, students attend 
to the parts within the whole of their created shape and continue to develop clear, precise 
language use. 

 

Topic C 

Halves and Quarters of Rectangles and Circles 

During Topic C, students build on their concrete work with composite shapes and begin naming 
equal parts of wholes, specifically halves and fourths (or quarters). Students more closely 
analyze the same composite shapes created in Topic B, recognizing composite shapes made from 
equal, non-overlapping parts and identifying halves and quarters within rectangular and circular 
shapes. In Lesson 7, students explore composite shapes that have been made throughout the 
module and sort them into two categories of shapes, those made from equal parts and those made 
from non-equal parts. Students count the number of equal parts that form one whole. Lesson 8 
introduces the terms half and quarter, or fourths, to name two equal parts of a whole and four 
equal parts of a whole, respectively. Students learn half-circle and quarter-circle as the names of 
shapes, and recognize that they are named for their size and shape in relation to a whole circle. 
Models of rectangular and circular pizzas are used for students to discuss equal parts of the 
whole. In Lesson 9, students explore halves and fourths more deeply as they identify these parts 
within circles and rectangles of varying size and dimension. Students recognize that as they 
partition, or decompose the whole into more equal shares, they create smaller units. 

 



Topic D 

Application of Halves to Tell Time 

Topic D builds on students’ knowledge of parts of circles to tell time. In Lesson 10, 
students count and color the parts on a partitioned circle, forming the base of a paper 
clock. Relating this 12-section circle to the clock, students learn about the hour hand 
and tell time on both analog and digital clocks. In Lesson 11, students recognize the 
two half-circles on the circular clock face and connect this understanding with the half 
hour. Counting by five to 30, students see that there are two 30-minute parts that 
make 1 hour, helping them connect the time displayed on a digital clock with the time 
displayed on an analog clock. Students notice that the hour hand is halfway through, 
but still within the hour section on the partitioned paper clock. They tell time to the half 
hour on both analog and digital clocks. Students continue to practice these skills in 
Lesson 12, and in Lesson 13 they extend these new skills to telling time to the hour and 
half-hour using a variety of analog and digital clock faces.   



 

 
OVERVIEW 

Throughout the year, students have explored part–whole relationships in many ways, such as their work with num-
ber bonds, tape diagrams, and their relationship to addition and subtraction.  In Module 5, students consider part–
whole relationships through a geometric lens.  

In Topic A, students identify the defining parts, or attributes, of two- and three-dimensional shapes, building on 
their kindergarten experiences of sorting, analyzing, comparing, and creating various two- and three-dimensional 
shapes and objects.  Using straws, students begin the exploration by creating and describing two-dimensional 
shapes without naming them.  This encourages students to attend to and clarify a shape’s defining attributes.  In the 
following lessons, students name two- and three-dimensional shapes and find them in pictures and in their environ-
ment.  New shape names are added to students’ repertoire, including trapezoid, rhombus, cone, and rectangular 
prism. 

In Topic B, students combine these shapes to create a new whole:  a composite shape.  Students identify the name 
of the composite shape as well as the names of each shape that forms it.  Students see that another shape can be 
added to a composite shape so that the composite shape becomes part of an even larger whole.  

During Topic C, students relate geometric figures to equal parts and name the parts as halves and fourths (or quar-
ters).  For example, students now see that a rectangle can be partitioned into two equal triangles (whole to part) 
and that the same triangles can be recomposed to form the original rectangle (part to whole). Students see that as 
they create more parts, decomposing the shares from halves to fourths, the parts get smaller. 

The module closes with Topic D, in which students apply their understanding of halves  to tell time to the hour and 
half hour.  Students will construct simple clocks and begin to understand the hour hand, then the minute hand, then 
both together.  Throughout each lesson, students read both digital and analog clocks to tell time.  

Throughout Module 5, students continue daily fluency with addition and subtraction, preparing for Module 6, in 
which they will be adding within 100, and assuring their mastery of the grade level fluency goal of sums and differ-
ences within 10.  

Grade 1 • Module 5 

Identifying, Composing, and Partition-
ing Shapes 



 

Terminology 

New or Recently Introduced Terms  

Attributes (characteristics of an object such as color or number of sides) 

Fourth of (shapes), fourths (1 out of 4 equal parts) 

Half of, halves (1 out of 2 equal parts) 

Half past (expression for 30 minutes past a given hour) 

Half-hour (interval of time lasting 30 minutes) 

Hour (unit for measuring time, equivalent to 60 minutes or 1/24 of a day) 

Minute (unit for measuring time, equivalent to 60 seconds, 1/60 of an hour) 

O’clock (used to indicate time to a precise hour, with no additional minutes) 

Quarter of (shapes) (1 out of 4 equal parts) 

Three-dimensional shapes: 

Cone 
Cube 

Cylinder 

Rectangular prism 

Sphere 

Two-dimensional shapes: 

Circle 

Half-circle 

Quarter-circle  

Hexagon (flat figure enclosed by six straight sides)  

Rectangle (flat figure enclosed by four straight sides and four right angles)  

Rhombus (flat figure enclosed by four straight sides of the same length where two pairs of oppo-
site sides are parallel) 

Square (rectangle with four sides of the same length)  

Trapezoid  

Triangle (flat figure enclosed by three straight sides) 

Familiar Terms and Symbols  

Clock 

Shape names from kindergarten:  circle, square, rectangle, triangle, hexagon, sphere, cylinder, and cube 

cone Cube  cylinder 

rectangular prism 

circle 
half-circle quarter-circle 

trapezoid 



 

Suggested Tools and Representations 

Pattern blocks 

Square tiles 

Straws 

Student clocks, preferably with gears that can provide the appropriate hour-hand alignment 

Three-dimensional shape models (commercially produced or commonly found examples) in-
cluding cube, cone, cylinder, rectangular prism, and sphere 



Lesson 1 

Objective: Classify shapes based on defining attributes using examples, 
variants, and non-examples.  

Circle the shapes that have 5 straight sides  

      

 

 

   

 

Lesson 2 

Objective: Find and name two-dimensional shapes including trapezoid, 

rhombus, and a square as a special rectangle, based on defining 

attributes of sides and corners.  

Circle the shapes that are rectangles. 

  

   

      

  

     

 

 

        

     

 

   

Note:  A square is a special rectangle. 



Lesson 3 

Objective: Find and name three-dimensional shapes including cone and 

rectangular prism, based on defining attributes of faces 

and points. 

Write the name of each object in the correct column. 

   

Lesson 4 

Objective: Create composite shapes from two-dimensional shapes. 
 

Use pattern blocks to create the following shapes.  Trace or draw to record your work. 

    Use 3 triangles to make 1 trapezoid  
 
 
 
 
 

Use 4 squares to make 1 larger square. 

 

  

 

     

       
 

   

     

Cubes Spheres Cones 

Rectan-

gular 

Prisms 

Cylinders 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

globe 

block 

tennis ball 

tissue box 

dice 

can 

party hat 

dice Tennis ball Party hat Tissue box can 

block globe 



Lesson 5 

Objective: Compose a new shape from composite shapes. 

How many shapes were used to make this large square? 

 

 

 

What are the names of the 3 types of shapes used 
to make the large square? 

 

Triangle, square, parallelogram 

  

Lesson 6 

Objective: Create a composite shape from three-dimensional shapes 

and describe the shape using shape names and positions. 

 

Individual creations will vary. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

7 



Lesson 7 

Objective: Name and count shapes as part of a whole, recognizing rela-

tive sizes of the parts. 

Are the shapes divided into equal parts?  Write Y for yes or N for no.  If the shape has equal 
parts, write how many equal parts on the line.  The first one has been done for you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 8 

Objective: Partition shapes and identify halves and quarters of circles 

and rectangles. 

 Are the shapes divided into halves?  Write yes or no. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Y 2 

a. 

  

  

 

  

 
_____          _____ 

b.   

  

  

_____          _____ n 

d. 

  

  

  

 
_____          _____ 
y  4 

no no yes 



Lesson 9 

Objective: Partition shapes and identify halves and quarters of circles 

and rectangles. 

Label the shaded part of each picture as one half of the shape or one quarter of the shape. 

 

     

  

Lesson 10: 

Objective: Construct a paper clock by partitioning a circle and tell time 

to the hour. 

Match the clocks that show the same time.  

  

A B 

Which shape has been cut into more equal 

parts? __A__ 

Which shape has larger equal parts? _B__ 

Which shape has smaller equal parts? A___ 
 



Lesson 11: 

Objective:  Recognize halves within a circular clock face and tell time to 

the half hour. 

Match the clocks to the times on the right.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

        

Lesson 12: 

Objective: Recognize halves within a circular clock face and tell time to 

the half hour. 

Fill in the blanks. 

 

 
               Clock __A____ shows half past eleven    

        

 

        

    Clock _A_____ shows 6 o’clock.   

 

 

 

 

Half past 5 o’clock 

Five thirty 

Two thirty 

A B 

A B 



Lesson 13: 

Objective:  Recognize halves within a circular clock face and tell time to 

the half hour. 

 

Circle the correct clock.  Write the times for the other two clocks on the lines. 

Circle the clock that shows half past 1 o’clock.   

.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____1:00_________ 

_____12:30_________ 



Technology Resources 

 

www.k-5mathteachingresources.com -This site provides an extensive 
collection of free resources, math games, and hands-on math activities 
aligned with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics. 

www.parccgames.com – fun games to help kids master the common 
core standards. 

http://www.mathplayground.com –common core educational math 
games and videos. 

www.learnzillion.com – math video tutorials. 

www.ixl.com – practice common core interactive math skills practice. 

www.mathnook.com –common core interactive math skill practice/ 
games, worksheets and tutorials. 

www.adaptedmind.com – common core interactive practice, video 
lessons and worksheets 

www.brainpop.com – animated tutorials of curriculum content that 
engages students. Can use a limited free version or buy a subscription. 



Eureka Math Tips for Parents 

 Prepared by Erin Schweng, Math Coach 

 

+ 

Grade K 
Module 5 

 

• Know number names and the count sequence 
o Count to 100 by ones and by tens 
o Count forward beginning from a given number 
o Write numbers from 0 to 20; Represent a number of 

objects with a written numeral 0–20 
• Count to tell the number of objects 

o Understand the relationship between numbers and 
quantities; connect counting to cardinality 

o Count to answer “how many?” questions about as many 
as 20 things arranged in various ways 

• Work with numbers 11–19 to gain foundations for place 
value 

o Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to 19 into 
ten ones and some further ones 

Key Common Core Standards: 

Numbers 10 – 20; Count to 
100 by Ones and Tens 

How you can 
help at home: 

• Review and practice 
counting numbers up 
to 100, or as high as 
possible 

• Talk about the 
numbers 11-19 with 
your student as “10 
ones and ____ ones” 

• Practice counting by 
ten in two ways:  
“ten, twenty, thirty” 
and “1 ten, 2 tens, 3 
tens” 

This module is a key next step for 
kindergarten students in 
understanding place value beyond 
the numbers 1-10. We will first talk 
about teen numbers as "10 ones and 
some ones," and extend that 
understanding to writing teen 
numbers.  Finally, we will count to 
100 by ones and by tens using 
various strategies. 

New Terms and Strategies in 
this Module: 
 
Counting to 100 in two 
different ways: 
- regular counting by tens: 
“ten, twenty, thirty”, etc. 
-  the “Say Ten” way of 
counting to 100: 
“1 ten, 2 tens, 3 tens”, etc. 
 
Hide Zero Cards – cards used to 
teach and reinforce place value 
concepts 
 
10 ones and some ones – a way 
to talk about teen numbers 
that emphasizes groups of ten 
as the basic place value 
concept 
 
Familiar Terms and 
Strategies in this Module: 
 
“Say Ten” way of counting – 
e.g. “ten-one, ten-two, ten-
three” instead of “eleven, 
twelve, thirteen” 
 
Number bonds 
Number towers 
5-Group 
Ten frame 
Part/Whole/Total 
 
 
 
 

 What Came Before this 
Module: We made the exciting 
step of working with number 
bonds and other strategies to 
learn beginning addition and 
subtraction skills. 

What Comes After this 
Module:  To wrap up the year, 
we will return to geometry.  We 
will compose and decompose 2-
dimensional shapes and lay the 
foundation for understanding 
area. 

 

 

Another way of showing that 10 
ones and 5 more ones make 15, 
this time with tacos instead of 
smiley faces!  Note the use of 

the number bond as well. 

 



 

 

                 Grade K 
               Module 5 

For more information visit commoncore.org 

Eureka Math, A Story of Units 

 

 

 

Hide Zero cards are a way of showing that even as we compose and create 
numbers larger than 10, the 10 is still there, always part of the number. 

Thus, we start with the numerals for 10, and cover, or hide, the zero, to make a 
new number, e.g. 10 and 3 ones.  Students’ concrete understanding, built up by 
counting and drawing physical objects, now moves toward a more abstract 
understanding of how the numbers 11-19 are created.  They see the 10, and then the 
zero covered up to make a new number, but always with the understanding that 10 is a 
basic building block of that number.  Number bonds, as above, are also used to 
reinforce this new understanding. 

Sample Problem from Module 5: 
(Example taken from Lesson 10) 

Ms. Garcia is painting her fingernails. 
She has painted all the nails on her left 
hand except her thumb. How many more 
nails does she need to paint? How many 
will she have left to paint after she 
paints her left thumb? Draw a picture to 
help you.  

 

 

A Story of Units has several key mathematical strategies 
that will be used throughout a student’s elementary years. 
 

Spotlight on Math 
Strategies: 
 
Hide Zero Cards 
 
Students will 
frequently use 
these cards in the 
early years of A 
Story of Units. 

 

 

Notice how the 
student first 
numbered the left 
hand nails, then 
started counting 
again at 1 with the 
thumb and on to 
the other hand.  

The yellow cards are hide zero cards.  
Digits are used to “hide the zero” in 
order to emphasize that, for example, 
18 is made from a 10 and 8 ones – and 
the ten is still there as part of the 
number! 
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